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role in riot control, 178–79
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Recommendations, chapters 10–17
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Redress of Negro grievances
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Response, level of law enforcement, 65
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see disorder
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profile of, 64, 73–77
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control effort, 71–72
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reservoir of grievances, 68

see also disorder
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see disorder
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Index Crime, 133, 135

police response in Cleveland, Ohio, 162
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Rockford, Ill., disorder, 1967, 67 (n. 26), 326; 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 8), 324
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Runaway, Governor George, 52–53

Roosevelt, Franklin D., Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC), 104

Rumor Center unit, 269

Rumors

civil disorder, East St. Louis, Ill., 1917, 101

disorder factor, 173

media, credence, 206

offsetting crucial, 173, 269

reported by media as fact, 202–03

sparks to disorder, Tampa, New Haven, 173
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problems of, 229

programs to combat
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raising welfare standards, 254
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Saginaw, Mich., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 3), 323; 66 (n. 9), 324
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St. Louis, Mo.
mayor of, quoted, 149
Negroes in police department, 169
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San Bernardino, Calif., 1967 disorder, 324
San Diego, Calif., Negro attitude toward police protection, 161
San Francisco, Calif., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 3), 323, 324
Sanitation
see health and sanitation conditions; public services
Savannah, Ga., 1963, 19
SCLC
see Southern Christian Leadership Conference
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Seaford, Del., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 10), 325
Seattle, 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4); 66 (n. 8), 324
Segregation
by law, 100
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future, Black Power advocates, 223
increased aid to systems eliminating segregation, 243
job opportunities, 143, 145
Negroes in politics, 144
public schools, 100, 105, 109, 257-38
racial, current policy, 219
urban
residences, 118-20
white exodus, 119-20
see also housing, education, employment, racism
Selective Service Act, 1917, 102
Selma, Ala., 20, 109
Senate Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty, report, quoted, 149
Executive Reorganization, report on Watts, 158
"Separate but Equal," 100
Service institutions, fragmentation of, a problem, 153
Services
see public services
Sheehan, Mayor Patrick O., New Brunswick, N.J., 38, 46, 47
Shuttlesworth, Rev. Fred, 26
Sit-in movement, 104, 107, 109
Slave revolts, 96
Slavery, 95-99
Slums
see ghetto
Small Business Administration, 198, 236
SNCC (Snick)
see Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
Sniping
analyzed by Commission, 89
in Detroit, Mich., alleged, 54-59
in Newark, N.J., 36-37
in general, 180
Social Security Administration
poverty level defined, 127
recommended administrator for disabled assistance, 256
South Bend, Ind., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 9), 325
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
at Selma, Ala., 1965, 109
established by Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., 106
Negro led and dominated, 108
Spanish surname, 2, 16
Special schools in ghetto, 259
Springfield, Ill., 1908 civil disorder, 100
Springfield, Ohio, 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 7), 324
Spring Valley, N.Y., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 10), 325
Staff assistants, secretaries and support, 304
"Staging" of disorders by newcomers, 202
Standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA), defined, 227
State police, 274
Stone, Lawrence M., 317
Stop-and-frisk, police patrol device, 159, 164
Student demonstrations, 106
involvement, 107
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
Black Power, 111
founded, 107
increases militancy, 110
Negro led and dominated, 108
Robert Moses and voter drive, 109
spring 1967, 21
"Subemployment" rate defined, 126-27
see also underemployment
Subsidies, to establish new industries in ghetto, 217
see also tax credits
Substandard and overcrowded housing
see housing
Suburbs
crime rate, 133
higher taxes, a problem for urban aid, 220
versus central city, by 1985, 220
Summer youth programs, recommended, 150
Summons, guidelines for alternative to arrest, 164
see also justice, administration of Supreme Court decisions, 100, 101, 105
Syracuse, N.Y., 1967, 65 (n. 3), 323
T
Tampa, Fla., 1967 disorder, 22-25, 66 (n. 8), 324
charts
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negotiations, 405
Commission of Community Relations, 283
coverage of disorder in, 206
rumors spark disorder, 173
socioeconomic data, 337
"White Hats," 25, 283
Task Force
coordinates activities in a disturbance, 151
in Bedford-Stuyvesant incident, 151
involves private sector in needs of ghetto, 150
made permanent by neighborhood city halls, 153
prevention of civil disorders, 151
realistic capacity to redress grievances, 150
warning system, 151
youth activities, 150
Tax credits, job creation, 233-36, 316
Tax deferral measures recommended for property insurance industry, 199
Tax dollar problems of cities enumerated, 217, 220
Taxes, 1, 230
Teachers
not living in ghetto, problems created by, 242
qualifications of, a problem, 238
see also education
Tear gas
see chemical agents; weapons
Teenagers, unemployment rate, 126
Television

conclusions about content of disorder coverage, discussed, 204–05
coverage
emphasis, 204–05
"live," problem of, 206
of Negro leaders, 205
timing, 205
most relied on in ghetto, 208
pressure to buy expensive goods, 159
self-restraint, a problem, 206
white affluence conveyed to Negroes by, 92

Temperature, at time violence erupted, 71

Tennessee A. & I., 21

Texarkana, Ark., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 8), 324

Thornton, Charles B., biographical sketch of, 299

"Tokenism,“ 110

Toledo, Ohio, 1951 disorder, 65 (n. 3), 323; 66 (n. 8), 324

Training programs
manpower programs, research, 79
Detroit, Mich., Newark, N.J., and New Haven, Conn., 79

Transportation
between ghetto and jobs, 217
improved, large urban problems, 217
recommendation for aid to expand mass, 233
see also public services

Trial
see justice, administration of

Trigger incident
see incidents, initial: incidents, precipitating

Troy, N.Y., Civil War disorder, 98

Tucson, Ariz., 1967 disorder, 67 (n. 26), 326; 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 8), 324

charts
levels of violence, 406
negotiations, 407
employment effort, 85
socioeconomic data, 338

Tulsa, Okla., 1921 disorder, 102

Turner, Nat, 97

U

Underemployment, 126–27

as a Negro grievance, 81
cities survey, research, 79
Labor, Department of, study, 79
see also employment: disorder, participant; subemployment

Unemployment

as participation factor, 75–76
effect on family structure, 128–30
Negro men in ghetto, problem of, 222
Negro youth, 217, 231–32
recommendations to alleviate, 232–36
social impact in ghettos, 128–30
see also employment: underemployment

Union discrimination, 145

Unions, civil disorders in East St. Louis, Ill., 1917, 101
see also AFL-CIO

Universal Negro Improvement Association, 103
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) study of Watts, 158
Upward Bound, 250

Urban

areas, Federal assistance to, a reflection of national problem, 217
growth, increased public service expenditures, 217
occupations, Negroes displaced by immigrants, 143
renewal, expansion and reorientation of, recommended, 262
see also ghetto, housing

Urban Coalition, 150, 233

Urban Communications, Institute of, 212–13
duties, recommended, 212–13
establishment, recommended, 212

Urban League
see National Urban League

Urban renewal, 262
see also housing

V

Vagrancy, enforcement of laws against, 162, 164

Vance, Cyrus R.
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report on Detroit, 321

Vesey, Denmark, slave uprising led by, 97
Victims of disorders, 67

Vietnam, 110
rioter, noninvolved attitude toward, 77

Violence

as riot definition factor, 65
categories of, 65
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aspect of riot process, 67
described, 71
encouraged by militants and racists, 93
increase of, and present policies, 219
legitimated, 92
not to be tolerated, 1, 16
patterns of classification utilized in study, 63–64, 65
sequential occurrence, 71
sustained, in U.S. cities, danger of, 225
victims of, 67
white retaliation to, 215
see also disorder

Vocational education, 250–51

Voter registration drive, 1961, Mississippi, 109

Voting Rights Act of 1965, 109
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Wadesboro, N.C., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 8), 324

War on Poverty, accomplishments of, 154, 219

Washington, Booker T., 101, 111

Washington, George, 97
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1919 disorder, 102
Federal Trade Commission study, 140
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Negroes in police department, 169
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seggregation extended to, 101

Waterbury, Conn., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 324; 66 (n. 8), 324

Waterloo, Iowa, 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 3), 323; 66 (n. 8), 324

Watts

1965 disorder, 20
civil disorder, ignited by police action, 93
Watts — Continued
fatherless families, 129
National Guard, use of, 275
pattern of damage similar to Detroit, 197
UCLA study of, 136
Weapons
National Guard, 277–79
nonlethal, 176–77, 271–72, 278
police, 176–77, 271–72
purchases of, B5, 180, 271–72
Welfare system, 252–56
AFDC-UP, extension, 235
aid for dependent children (AFDC), 252–56
alteration and expansion, recommended, 254–56
as a source of grievances, 82
day-care centers, 255
deficiencies, 252–54
family planning, 256
income supplements, national system of, 256
job training, 255
partial retention, outside earnings, 255
standards of assistance, 254
suggested programs, 254–56
work incentives and training, 255
West Palm Beach, Fla., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 323: 66 (n. 8) 324
White Citizens’ Councils, 106
“White Hats,” 25, 177–78, 293
White population decline in central cities, 119
Whites, role of, in Negro movements, 108
White supremacy spokesmen, 104
Wichita, Kans., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 3), 323; 66 (n. 8), 324
Wilkins, Roy, biographical sketch of, 300
Wilmington, Del., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 3), 323
Winston-Salem, N.C., community relations program in, 167
Witnesses before the Commission, 300–02
World War I, 102
Negro migration accelerated, 117
World War II
Negro migration expanded, 117
Negroes in industrial jobs, 143
Work training
see education
Y
Yale Law Journal, study of Hartford, Conn., quoted, 161–62
Youngstown, Ohio, 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 323; 66 (n. 8), 324
Young, Whitney M., Jr., 108
Youth groups and programs,
programs for, 150, 167, 253, 246–47
role in disorder control, 177–78, 283
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Ypsilanti, Mich., 1967 disorder, 65 (n. 4), 323; 66 (n. 8), 324
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